Dear Colleagues

This month we have line up informative professional development sessions that applicants would not want to miss. For the first time, we have three specific sessions on Citation, Program Award and Teaching Award application writing session. For each session, the guest speakers are the Chair of the Awards Committee and 2021 recipients to share tips on writing a successful application. See below for more details.

Next, I would like to thank institutions for your Neville Bonner Award for Indigenous Education nominees registration. This year, we have received 17 registration from 13 institutions. The Neville Bonner Award nominees have now been invited to the professional development sessions and have allocated AAUTN mentors.

It is so great to see state-based ceremony return to face-to-face event. A heartfelt thank you to the hosting institutions, University of Notre Dame, Monash University, QUT, University of Wollongong and SANTPEN for organising and celebrating the achievement of the 2021 AAUT recipients. These events are by invitation only. Check out the photo links below.

Additionally, I encourage you to watch the 2021 Early Career Teaching Excellence recipients video series: Dr Kath O’Brien (QUT) and Dr Nick Brown (RMIT) sharing their journey and provides encouragement to aspiring applicants.

Lastly, I was interviewed by Associate Professor Michael Cowling from CQU and Vice-President of ASCILITE, as part of his Podcast series called Wavelength, about AAUT awards. Check out the 2022 The ASCILITE Wavelength Podcast, (Transcript).

We look forward to seeing you at the professional development sessions.

Regards,
Angela

Professor Angela Carbone
Director AAUT Awards
For regular updates about the AAUT awards
Follow Angela Carbone twitter (@ProfAngeCarbone)
Professor Angela Carbone LinkedIn
AAUT Channel

Note: Awards Team is currently working from home, please email us and we’ll get back to you.

2022 AAUT Key Dates
Phase 1 Nominee registration: 15 to 26 August
Phase 2 Upload submission: 5 to 16 September
Career Achievement Award nomination dates: 31 October to 18 November
Click [here](#) for the 2022 AAUT key dates.

AAUT Briefing Sessions
Thank you to the [2018 to 2021 Australian University Teachers of The Year](#) sharing their journey and tips to writing an award-winning application.

It was fantastic to hear the publicity that Professor Katerina Teaiwa is getting since winning this award at the end of Feb this year. She has already appeared in several media coverage, including ABC radio interviews. [Read more](#).

It was great to e-meet the ICOs and talked about the [2022 AAUT changes](#).
Watch the [2022 AAUT Briefing Sessions Recording here](#).
AAUT Professional Development Sessions

These sessions are focused on the different categories of awards and enhanced by advice from previous award winners. They also incorporate question and answer sessions. We strongly advise all to attend the session that is most relevant to your category.

June and July AAUT professional development sessions calendar invites were sent to all ICOs. We encourage ICOs to forward and promote these sessions in your institution. Save the date in your calendar.

AAUT video links

- 2021 AAUT Career Achievement Award recipient: Adjunct Professor John Biggs, UTAS Read Transcript
- 2021 AAUT Early Career Recipient: Dr Nick Brown, RMIT Read Transcript
- 2021 AAUT Early Career Recipient: Dr Kath O’Brien, QUT Read Transcript

Introduce 2022 Awards Committee Chair

We are indebted to the commitment and dedication of our Award Committee Chairs. These senior academic leaders in teaching and learning provide their time and expertise to support the recognition of teaching excellence in our universities. This year, we are delighted to have Professor Liz Johnson, Professor David Sadler, Professor Pip Pattison and Professor Sally Kift to chair the Awards Committee again.
2021 AAUT Awards Ceremony Booklet is now available on AAUT-UA and AAUTN webpage. Only online version is available this year.

State-Based Ceremony

2021 AAUT STATE-BASED CEREMONY
Thanks to the hosting institutions for celebrating the achievement of the 2021 recipients.

Click image to view WA state-based award ceremony.

Click image to view VIC/TAS state-based Awards Ceremony.

Click image to view SA state-based award ceremony. (New!)
2022 Nomination Pack
2022 Nomination Instructions and Forms are now available.

Nominees Resources

- 2021 AAUT Tips for writing a successful application.
- 2021 AAUT Examples of good forms of evidence
- 2021 AAUT: Creating Winning Applications Checklist Handouts
- 2021 AAUT: Creating Winning Applications recording and slides

Check out AAUT-UA website for a range of:
- Past newsletters
- Past awards ceremony booklets
- Past recipients video series

Promotional Resources
Use the brochures below to promote AAUT in your institution

- AAUT Overview
- Citations
- Program Awards
- Teaching Awards
- AAUT Neville Bonner Award for Indigenous Education
- AAUT Early Career
- AAUT Career Achievement Award

Learning and Teaching Repository

Australian Awarded University Teachers’ Network (AAUTN)
AAUT SOCIAL MEDIA

Follow Angela Carbone twitter (@ProfAngeCarbone)
Follow AAUTN twitter (@aaunteachers)
Professor Angela Carbone Linkedin
Follow Universities Australia twitter @uniaus
AAUT Channel
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